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IT'S NOT WITHOUT good reason that a pn

is nine months long. You need every singleget used to the idea of impending parenthoto mention the overwhelming list of everytlneed to buy. It's the mum-to-be's question:do I need? What do I want? Where do I staJThe truth is that tiny babies need a lot of,Everywhere you go youll see mums with aJarray of baby paraphernalia. Every shop y01.:will have more baby equipment than you e,existed. But how do you know what you reaIt's essential to do your research and get ijThis magazine is packed with informationyou make your big buying decisions. The fito study our essential checklists on the follopages - each modelled by baby Oliver - so )
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precisely what you need for life with a baby. Next, read

our Buyer's Guide to make two of your biggest
decisions - the pushchair and the car seat. These are

the major items that can make your life a pleasure

(if you choose wisely) or a pain (if you don't).

Once you have all the information you need, head

to Mothercare - the best possible one-stop shop for

mothers-to-be (take the cut-out-and-keep checklist on

page 88 with you). Our stores have trained staff with

lots of experience to advise and guide you through

your choices. All of the kit youll need comes in a huge

variety of colours, fabrics, designs and prices, so you

can buy just the things you need in a style youre sure

to love. If you can't get to a store, shop from home via

www.mothercare.com or through the catalogue - pick

up a copy in-store, or request it online.



OLIVER SNUGGLES DOWN,

Hereford Cot (W1580), £60.

Baby Jungle Sheet (Y8608), £14.

Blue Fleece Blanket (V3638), £14.

Little Pirates Sleepsuit (Y4238), £12.

Bear (V3746), £8. Dog eTl8ll), £4
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OLVER GETS SET FOR AN OUTING:

Quinny Zapp Pushchair (X0719), £150 (suitable from six months, or

from birth when used with the Cabrio car seat). Cabrio Orange Flash

Car Seat (X0731), £HO. Blue Fleece Blanket (V3638), £14. Hooded

Cardigan (Y2146), £12. Trousers (Y3321), £8. Bootees, Oliver's own
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formula or breast milk must be
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Bottles and teats must be

I:1h1ft -
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handy for babies' who like milk
faster or slower.

extras with d Ifferent flow rates are

;Teatsco'me with

Nursing bras have handy clips, so

cups fold down for feeding. Sleep
bras keep breasts comfy at night.

For coping with leaking milk, these
can be disposable or washable.

Get lots to protect your baby, and

your shoulder, from possetted milk.
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OLIVER IS BOTTLE FED AND

BREASTFED BY HIS MUM RUTH

Bib and bodysuit, from 8-piece

Newborn Set (Y4308), £20. Muslin

Squares (V4020), £9 for six. Avent

Bottle (C8282), £8.50 for three.

Microwave Steriliser (W4523), £18.

Bottle Warmer (J6360), £20. Bottle

Brush (13395), £2.49 (including teat

brush, not shown)
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OLIVER GETS SQUEAKY CLEAN:

Baby Jungle Change Mat

(Y3437), £7. Cuddle 'n' Dry

Towels (Yl562), £13 for a pack

of three. Top 'n' Tail Bowl

(V2974), £5. Mothercare Baby

Bath (S1698), £1.89.
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OLIVER GETS ALL DRESSED UP

Hot Dog's T-shirt (Y2112), £6. Trousers

(3321), £8. Hooded Cardigan (Y3915),

£12. Cream Fleece Blanket (W0844),

£14. Vest from 8-piece Newborn Set

(Y4308), £20. Wipes (S1736), £1.30
for 24.
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PLAYTIME FOR OLIVER:

Alphabet Soft Cubes (M8199), £7.

Bear (V3746), £8. Rattling Horse (Tl855)

and Rattling Cat (Q3006), £5 each. Ant

Teether Rattle (S1763), £5 Little Pirates

Sleepsuit (Y4238), £12. Cream Fleece

Blanket (W0844), £14.


